
...before starting with sewing... - Your check list
 Important! Please first read through the complete instruction! 

 

Tools, you require for sewing:

❤ Sewing machine and
zigzag stitch and/or...

❤ linking machine 3-
Thread-, or 4-Overlock stich

❤ Iron

❤ Iron cloth

❤ Fabric scissor

❤ Measuring tapes

❤ Pins and/or Clips
 
❤ Adhesive tape

❤ Paper scissor

❤ Paper for printer

Everything is a can, nothing a must... Just see what you have in stock...

1 inch = 2,54 cm. 1 cm = 0,4 inch

Much pleasure and big fun with sewing!
We do not assume liability for possible errors of instruction.
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inaschille
Neuer Stempel



Size table
Size 

German
Size
Inter-

national

Chest 
circumference    

in cm

Waist 
circumference

in cm

Hip
circumference

in cm

32/34 XS

36/38 S

40/42 M

44/46 L

48/50 XL

52/54 XXL

56/58 XXXL

74–81 58-64 80-89

82-89 65-72 90-97

90-97 73-81 98-104

98-107 82-90 105-112

108-119 91-102 113-122

120-131 103-114 123-134

132-143 115-126 135-146

Yoko fits casual but it is close-fitting cut, especially at the bust size. At the 
hips it is rather comfortable that hips are flattered beautiful. Please abide by 
the size table. At least two of the stated measurements of the size table 
should agree with your measurements and the third measurement should be 
close to the other ones. Should your measurements are too tight then choose 
for a start the bigger clothing size. After that you can optimize the size 
selection. Of course it depends also by the elasticity of your material and if 
you like it rather crispy tight or airily casual. Due to different elasticity of jersey 
fabrics the fitting size may vary by one or two clothing sizes. 

You will find here how you take measure:                                                        
http://firstloungeberlin.blogspot.ch/p/tipps-fur-schnittveranderungen.html

Much pleasure and big fun with sewing!
We do not assume liability for possible errors of instruction.
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Your required materials...
All kinds of stretchy materials, not too thin and with some stand as knitwear, 
wool knitwear, fleece knitwear, sweat, felt knitwear, cotton jersey, jersey, 
velvet jersey, viscose/elastane, microfiber jersey, interlock, nicki, panne velvet 
jersey and so on are usable. Pay attention that the material is at least cross 
elastic. I advise to sew a sample with similar material. 
All fabrics are available in different width and compositions but mostly in 140 
cm width. We always state here the length of about 140 cm which you 
require. Let advice yourself extensively at a specialist trade and how much 
fabric you require. At the best you take your prepared cutting parts and put 
them on the fabric at the specialist trade. All seam allowances are already 
included. 

Much pleasure and big fun with sewing!
We do not assume liability for possible errors of instruction.
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